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This paper develops an empirically constant, data-coherent, error correc-
tion model for inflation in Australia. The level of consumer prices is a
mark-up over domestic and import costs, with adjustments for dynamics
and relative aggregate demand. We address issues of cointegration, general
to specific modelling, dynamic specification, model evaluation and test-
ing, parameter constancy, and exogeneity. We also test this model against
existing models of Australian prices: this model encompasses (but is not
encompassed by) the existing models.
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process in Australia does not appear to have changed over the 1980s and
1990s. Rather, the recent fall in inflation is explained in terms of changes
in the determinants of inflation itself.
Sections 2 and 3 briefly describe the economic theory and the data. Us-
ing quarterly series over 1977–1993, Section 4 analyses the CPI and its
long-run determinants as a system, testing for and finding cointegration
between them. Weak exogeneity also appears valid, so Sections 5–7 model
the CPI as a single-equation conditional error correction model, obtained
from an autoregressive distributed lag for the CPI. The error correction
model is highly parsimonious and empirically constant, with an equation
standard error of f2DI; and its economic interpretation is straightforward.
As an error correction model, this model of Australian CPI captures long-
run effects that were ignored in some previous models, which were in
first differences only. Including the error correction term in the empiri-
cal model of Australian CPI ties the model more closely to its theoretical
underpinnings and improves the goodness-of-fit. Section 8 concludes. Ap-
pendix 1 describes the construction of the data; Appendix 2 documents the
design of the empirical error correction model; and Appendix 3 evaluates
an alternative, slightly more complicated model.
2. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
While there are numerous theories and models of inflation, the enduring
representation of the inflation process in Australia has been the mark-up
model; see, for example, Richards and Stevens (1987). The mark-up model
has a long-standing and continuing presence in economics generally; see
Duesenberry (1950) and Franz and Gordon (1993) inter alia. The mark-up
model is used throughout this paper, and it is general enough to embed
several other well-known models, as noted below. This section describes
the mark-up model underlying this paper’s empirical analysis.
In the long run, the domestic general price level is a mark-up over total
unit costs, including unit labour costs, import prices, and energy prices.
Assuming linear homogeneity, the long-run relation of the domestic con-
sumer price level to its determinants is:
 ' >  ELuEUE.A (1)3
The data are the underlying consumer price index (), an index of the
nominal cost of labour per unit of output (Lu), an index of tariff-adjusted
import prices in domestic currency (U), and an index of petrol prices in
domestic currency (.A). The elasticities of the consumer price index
with respect to Lu, U,a n d.A are , B,a n dV , respectively, each of
which is hypothesized to be greater than or equal to zero. The value >
is the retail mark-up over costs, and both the mark-up and costs may vary
over the cycle.
1
In practice, (1) is expressed in its log-linear form:
R '* ? E > n,S n B  R n V  Re|c (2)
where logarithms of variables are denoted by lower case letters. The
log-linear form is used in the error correction model below. Linear homo-
geneity implies the following testable hypothesis:
 n B n V ' c (3)
which is unit homogeneity in all prices. Under that hypothesis, (2) can be
rewritten as:
f ' *?E>nE ,S  RnBE R  RnV E Re|  Rc (4)
which links real prices in the labour, foreign goods, and energy markets.
This representation will be particularly useful in interpreting the empiri-
cal error correction model in the context of multiple markets influencing
prices; cf. Juselius (1992) and Metin (1994). Additionally, through the
term ERR, (4) clarifies how the hypothesis of purchasing power parity
is embedded in the mark-up model in (1). As discussed later, the empirical
implementation also has ties to the Phillips curve by allowing the mark-up
>   to depend upon the output gap.
1 The nominal cost of capital per unit of output was also included in initial modelling
of the CPI. However, no long- or short-run effects of unit capital costs on the CPI
were found, so unit capital costs are excluded from discussion in the remainder of
this paper. Appendix 1 describes the measure of unit capital costs used.4
3. THE DATA
This section describes the data available and considers some of their basic
properties. All data are quarterly, spanning 1976(3)–1993(3). Allowing for
lags and transformations, estimation is over 1977(3)–1993(3) unless other-
wise noted. Appendix 1 discusses in detail the definition and construction
of the data.
The consumer price index is the central series of this study, and choosing an
appropriate measure for it is complicated. The most publicly visible mea-
sure is the headline CPI (denoted k), published by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics. However, the headline CPI includes a number of compo-
nents that are subject to strong transitory fluctuations, that are controlled
or influenced by the official sector, or that are unambiguously determined
outside the Australian economy. While these components affect the Aus-
tralian consumer, they are not necessarily readily modelled. While no final
judgment exists as to which components should be excluded, this paper
models one commonly used “underlying CPI” series, which is adjusted for
such components. This underlying CPI (denoted ) is calculated as the
headline CPI net of fresh fruit and vegetables, mortgage interest and con-
sumer credit charges, automotive fuel, and health services.
2 In this paper,
“CPI” always means this underlying CPI unless explicitly noted otherwise.
Figure 1 plots the quarterly inflation rates for underlying and headline
CPI, denoted {R and {Rk.
3 The most noticeable differences between the
two series are in 1976 and 1984, when large changes in the cost of health
services occurred. Figures 2 and 3 plot the log of the CPI and its annual
growth rate respectively.
Three additional series are of interest: Lu, U,a n d.A. Figures 2–7
plot the logs of these indices and their annual growth rates, contrasting
them with the corresponding transformations of the CPI. Over the sample
as a whole, unit labour costs and import prices fall relative to the CPI,
2 See Reserve Bank of Australia (1994b) for a discussion of related issues and various
measurements.
3 T h ed i f f e r e n c eo p e r a t o r{is defined as E  u, where the lag operator u shifts a
variable one period into the past. Hence, for %w (a variable % at time |), u%w ' %w4
and so {%w ' %w%w4. More generally, {l
m%w 'E   u m l% w.I f(or ) is undefined,
it is taken to be unity.5
Figure 1: The underlying CPI inflation rate {R (—) and the headline










whereas petrol prices rise relative to the CPI. To make these trends more
apparent, Figure 8 plots real unit labour costs and real import prices, and
Figure 9 plots real petrol prices. In Figure 8, the two series tend to
move in opposite directions by roughly the same magnitude, while having
similar downward trends of approximately I per annum. Both features
are captured more formally in Sections 4.2, 5.2, and 6.1: the first by the
nearly equal coefficients on nominal unit labour costs and import prices in
the cointegrating vector, the second by inflation’s presence in the dynamic
steady-state solution for the CPI.
4 In Figure 9, the time series for real petrol
prices reflects the OPEC oil price increase in 1979, the fall in real oil prices
in the latter half of the 1980s, and the dramatic but temporary increase in
oil prices associated with the Gulf War. Further, the growth rates of these
possible determinants for the CPI are all much more volatile than the CPI
itself: see Figures 3, 5, and 7. Any mark-up model attempting to explain
4 To portray clearly the relative movements of ,SR and RR in Figure 8, the mean
of RR is adjusted when the series are plotted. The means of ,SR and RR are
ffe. and fH respectively, so fS is added to R  R to bring its mean in line
with that of ,S  R. Economically, such adjustment is unimportant: these variables
are indices and are in logs. Econometrically, the constant term in a regression induces
a similar adjustment.6
Figure 2: The logs of the consumer price index R (—) and unit










Figure 3: Annual growth rates for the consumer price index







Figure 4: The logs of the consumer price index R (—) and










Figure 5: Annual growth rates for the consumer price index






















Figure 7: Annual growth rates for the consumer price index









Figure 8: Real unit labour costs ,S  R (—) and real tariff-adjusted





















the CPI would need to explain these dramatic differences in variability.
One more series is of interest, private final demand (t ). This series is
used to construct a proxy for the output gap, as measured by the residual
+uhv from regressing + on a constant and a trend |. Empirically, regression
obtains:
+uhv
w ' +w f.e  fffSbe2H|c (5)
where the estimation sample is 1976(3)–1993(3) and a subscript | denotes
time. Equation (5) implies that private final demand is growing at ap-
proximately 2HI per annum on average. The output gap is discussed at
greater length in Appendix 3.
The CPI and petrol prices are seasonally unadjusted, whereas unit labour
costs, import prices, and private final demand are seasonally adjusted.
While such “mixing” of data in the empirical analysis is unfortunate, the
alternatives are limited, since the seasonally unadjusted CPI is the variable
of interest, and unadjusted data are not available on all of the CPI’s poten-
tial determinants. See Ericsson, Hendry and Tran (1994) and the papers
in Hylleberg (1992) for possible implications of using seasonally adjusted
data in economic modelling.
4. INTEGRATION AND COINTEGRATION
This section presents unit root tests for the variables of interest (Sec-
tion 4.1). Then, Johansen’s maximum likelihood procedure is applied to
test for cointegration among the CPI, unit labour costs, import prices,
and petrol prices (Section 4.2). Long-run price homogeneity and the ad-
justment mechanism are examined in the Johansen framework; and the
estimated long-run elasticities are contrasted with those obtained by the
Engle-Granger approach.
4.1 Integration
Before modelling the CPI, it is useful to determine the orders of integration
for the variables considered. Table 1 lists fourth-order augmented Dickey-
Fuller (1981) (ADF(4)) statistics for the CPI, unit labour costs, import
prices, and petrol prices. Under standard optimizing behaviour, the mark-11
Table 1:
ADF(4) Statistics for Testing for a Unit Root
in Various Time Series
V@h@M*i






































1. For a variable %, the augmented Dickey-Fuller (1981) statistic ADF(&)i st h e|ratio
on Z from the regression:
{%w ' Z%w4 n
Sn
l@4wl{%wl n 3 n
S6
l@4l7lw n 7| n ewc
where & is the number of lags on the dependent variable, 3 is a constant term,
the 7lw are centered seasonal dummies, and | is a trend. For a given variable and
null order of I(1), two values are reported: the fourth-order (& 'e ) augmented
Dickey-Fuller statistic ADF(4), and (in parentheses) the estimated coefficient on
the lagged variable %w4. That coefficient should be zero under the null hypothesis
that % is I(1). For a null order of I(2) (I(3)), the same pairs of values are reported,
but from regressions where {% ({5%)r e p l a c e s%in the equation above. Thus,
these ADF(4) statistics are testing a null hypothesis of a unit root in {% ({5%)
against an alternative of a stationary root in {% ({5%).
2. The sample is 1978(2)–1993(3) for all but the last two series, which use 1979(2)–
1993(3).
3. Here and elsewhere in this paper, asterisks * and ** denote rejection at the 5%
and 1% critical values. The critical values for this table are calculated from
MacKinnon (1991).12
up itself should be stationary, so Table 1 also includes two constructed
mark-ups, v and g, which are derived from (18) and (19) below. The
deviation from unity of the estimated largest root appears in parentheses
below each Dickey-Fuller statistic: this deviation should be approximately
zero if the series has a unit root. Unit root tests are given for the original
variables (all in logs), for their changes, and for the changes of the changes.
This permits testing whether a given series is I(0), I(1), I(2), or I(3), albeit
in a pairwise fashion for adjacent orders of integration.
5
Empirically, all variables appear to be integrated of order two or lower.
Unit labour costs and petrol prices appear to be I(1), whereas the CPI and
import prices appear to be I(2) if inferences are made on the Dickey-Fuller
statistics alone. However, the estimated roots for {R and {R are fDS
('f  ee)a n df  2 ('f  SH) respectively, which numerically are
much less than unity. Thus, all four price series are treated below as if
they are I(1), while recognizing that some caveats may apply. Specifically,
it may be valuable to investigate the cointegration properties of the series,
assuming that they may be I(2) (see Johansen (1992b, 1992c)), but doing
so is beyond the scope of this paper.
4.2 Cointegration
Cointegration analysis helps clarify the long-run relationships between in-
tegrated variables. Johansen’s (1988, 1991) procedure is maximum likeli-
hood for finite-order vector autoregressions (VARs) and is easily calculated
for such systems, so it is used here. Empirically, the lag order of the VAR
is not known a priori, so some testing of lag order may be fruitful in order
to ensure reasonable power of the Johansen procedure. Beginning with a
fourth-order VAR in R, ,S, R,a n dRe| that includes a constant term and
seasonal dummies, Table A1 in Appendix 2 shows that it is statistically
acceptable to simplify to a first-order VAR.
Table 2 reports the standard statistics and estimates for Johansen’s proce-
dure applied to this first-order VAR. The maximal eigenvalue and trace
eigenvalue statistics (bpd{ and bwudfh) strongly reject the null of no coin-
tegration in favour of at least one cointegrating relationship, and little
5 For &  f, the notation I(&) indicates that a variable must be differenced & times to
make it stationary. That is, if %w is I(&), then {n%w is I(0).13
Table 2: A Cointegration Analysis of the Australian Price Data
Eigenvalue 0.705 0.138 0.125 0.058
Null hypothesis o 'f o o2 o
b pd{ 79.4 9.7 8.7 3.9
bd
pd{ 74.6 9.1 8.1 3.6
95% critical value 27.1 21.0 14.1 3.8
bwudfh 101.7 22.2 12.6 3.9
bd
wudfh 95.4 20.8 11.8 3.6
95% critical value 47.2 29.7 15.4 3.8
Standardized eigenvectors q3
Variable R , S  R R e |
1 –0.495 –0.468 –0.066
–0.830 1 0.242 –0.206
–2.578 1.538 1 0.575
–2.603 4.835 –3.727 1
Standardized adjustment coefficients k
R –0.100 –0.008 –0.004 0.000
,S –0.061 –0.201 –0.016 –0.002
R –0.075 –0.011 –0.010 0.017
Re| –0.096 0.156 –0.140 0.002
Weak exogeneity test statistics
Variable R , S  R R e | i ,ScRcRe|j
5E 63.1 1.89 1.34 0.43 3.45
R-value [0.00] [0.17] [0.25] [0.51] [0.33]
Multivariate statistics for testing stationarity
Variable R , S  R R e |
 5 E 38.3 39.8 51.0 51.1
Statistics for testing the significance of a given variable
Variable R , S  R R e |
 5 E 25.4 7.3 29.2 2.8
Notes
1. The vector autoregression includes a single lag on each variable (R, ,S, R, Re|), a
constant term, and quarterly dummies. The estimation period is 1977(3)–1993(3).
2. The statistics bpd{ and bwudfh are Johansen’s maximal eigenvalue and trace eigen-
value statistics for testing cointegration. The null hypothesis is in terms of the
cointegration rank o and, e.g., rejection of o 'fis evidence in favour of at least
one cointegrating vector. The statistics bd
pd{ and bd
wudfh are the same as bpd{ and
bwudfh, but with a degrees-of-freedom adjustment. The critical values are taken
from Osterwald-Lenum (1992, Table 1).
3. The weak exogeneity test statistics are evaluated under the assumption that
o 'and so are asymptotically distributed as 5E (5E for the joint test
of i,ScRcRe|j) if weak exogeneity of the specified variable(s) for the cointe-
grating vector is valid.14
evidence exists for more than one. Parallel statistics with a degrees-of-
freedom adjustment (bd
pd{ and bd
wudfh) give a similar picture, reflecting one
very large eigenvalue (f.fD) and three small eigenvalues.
Table 2 also reports the standardized eigenvectors and adjustment coeffi-
cients, denoted q3 and k in a common notation. The first row of q3 is the
estimated cointegrating vector, which can be written in the form of (2):
R '* ? E e > nf  ebD,S nf  eSHR nf  fSSRe|c (6)
where a circumflex e denotes an estimated or fitted value. All coefficients
have their anticipated signs. Numerically, the coefficients on ,S and R
are approximately equal in value, reflecting the opposite and matching
fluctuations of their real values in Figure 8. The sum of coefficients in
(6) is close to unity (f2b), and statistically the restriction of long-run
unit homogeneity cannot be rejected: 5E ' fS dfeeo; see Johansen
and Juselius (1990) for the form of the test. The asymptotic null distribu-
tion is denoted by 5E with degrees of freedom in parentheses, and the
asymptotic R-value is in square brackets. With long-run unit homogeneity
imposed, (6) becomes:
R '* ? E e > nf  e2S,S nf  eHR nf  fbRe| (7)
Thus, the unit labour costs and import prices each have long-run elasticities
of slightly less than one half, with petrol prices making up the remainder of
about one tenth. The economic reasonability of these estimates is discussed
in Section 6.
The coefficients in the first column of k measure the feedback effect of the
(lagged) disequilibrium in the cointegrating relation onto the variables in
the vector autoregression. Specifically, fff is the estimated feedback
coefficient for the CPI equation. The negative coefficient implies that an
“excess” mark-up induces a lower CPI inflation rate. The coefficient’s
numerical value entails gradual adjustment to remaining disequilibrium
and so substantial smoothing of unit labour costs, import prices, and petrol
prices in obtaining the CPI.
The next row of Table 2 reports values of the statistic for testing weak15
exogeneity of a given variable for the cointegrating vector. Equivalently,
the statistic tests whether or not the corresponding row of k is zero; see
Johansen (1992a, 1992c). If it is zero, disequilibrium in the cointegrating
relationship does not feed back onto that variable. Individually and jointly,
unit labour costs, import prices, and petrol prices are weakly exogenous.
Imposing weak exogeneity of unit labour costs, import prices, and petrol
prices jointly with long-run homogeneity also is not rejected: 5E e 'e  bb
df2bo. The corresponding estimate of the cointegrating vector is:
R '* ? E e > nf  eb,S nf  eH.R nf  fbeRe|c (8)
and the feedback coefficient in the equation for R is ffH.T h e s e e s -
timates are virtually unchanged numerically from the unrestricted ones
(Table 2) or from those obtained by imposing subsets of the hypotheses
(e.g., as in (7)). The similarity of coefficient estimates across the various
restrictions points to the robustness of the results and is partial evidence
in favour of those restrictions. Weak exogeneity implies that the cointe-
grating vector and the feedback coefficients enter only the CPI equation,
so inferences about those parameters can be conducted from a conditional
model of the CPI alone without loss of information. Thus, weak exogen-
eity permits a much simpler modelling strategy, namely, a single equation
analysis rather than a system one. Given the empirically acceptable restric-
tion of weak exogeneity, Sections 5–7 pursue a single equation analysis
of the CPI.
For comparison with (6), (7), and (8), Engle and Granger’s (1987) test of
cointegration obtains:
f Rw ' fHe n fbe,Sw nf  ffRw  ffSfRe|w
A 'S D[1977(3)–1993(3)] R5 'f  bbe. 	 j '2  SbI
_ 'f  ef (8Ef ' 2DS (8E ' 2eD
(9)
A,R 5,	 j ,a n d_ are the sample size of the estimation period, the squared
multiple correlation coefficient, the estimated equation standard error, and
the Durbin-Watson statistic respectively; the coefficients are estimated by
least squares; and the ADF statistics are calculated on the residuals from16
that static regression, which includes seasonal dummies (not reported in
(9)). Neither of the ADF statistics is significant at MacKinnon’s (1991)
bfI critical level, paralleling the apparent unit roots in Table 1 for the two
constructed mark-ups, v and g. Even if cointegration is assumed, the co-
efficient on Re| in (9) has the wrong sign, and long-run homogeneity does
not appear to be satisfied, although formal testing is difficult, given the
complicated distribution of the coefficient estimates. These discrepancies
between the Johansen and Engle-Granger procedures may arise because
the procedures treat dynamics differently. Kremers, Ericsson and Dolado
(1992) show analytically that the ADF test has low power relative to Jo-
hansen and error correction-based procedures unless the dynamics of the
process satisfy a “common factor restriction”. That restriction is rejected
for the error correction model developed in the next section.
6
The penultimate row of Table 2 reports values of a multivariate statistic
for testing the stationarity of a given variable. Specifically, this statistic
tests the restriction that the cointegrating vector contains all zeros except
for a unity corresponding to the designated variable, where the test is
conditional on there being one cointegrating vector. For instance, the
null hypothesis of a stationary CPI implies that the cointegrating vector is
E fff  3 . Empirically, all the stationarity tests reject with R-values less
than 0.01%. By being multivariate, these statistics may have higher finite
sample power than their univariate counterparts. Also, the null hypothesis
is the stationarity of a given variable rather than the nonstationarity thereof,
and stationarity may be a more appealing null hypothesis. That said, these
rejections of stationarity are in line with the inability in Table 1 to reject
the null hypothesis of a unit root in each of R, ,S, R,a n dRe|.
The final row of Table 2 reports chi-squared statistics for testing the sig-
nificance of individual variables in the cointegrating vector. Each variable
is significant except for petrol prices. The latter is retained in the single
equation analysis below and appears to be statistically significant, perhaps
6 Kremers, Ericsson and Dolado (1992), de Brouwer, Ng and Subbaraman (1993), and
Kamin and Ericsson (1993) find that invalid common factor restrictions markedly
reduce the empirical power of the Engle-Granger procedure for detecting cointegration
in money demand equations. Banerjee, Dolado, Hendry and Smith (1986) show that
the static estimates may have large finite sample biases, which would explain the
discrepancies between (9) and (6)–(8); see also Banerjee, Dolado, Galbraith and
Hendry (1993).17
from the additional restrictions on dynamics, including weak exogeneity.
5. A SINGLE EQUATION MODEL OF INFLATION
The following three sections present estimation results for a single-equation
error correction model of inflation. To start, analytical relationships be-
tween autoregressive distributed lag models (ADLs), error correction mod-
els (ECMs), and the long-run solution (2) are discussed (Section 5.1). An
estimated long-run solution is obtained from an autoregressive distributed
lag of the CPI on unit labour costs, import prices, petrol prices, and an
output gap; and a parsimonious ECM is derived from that autoregressive
distributed lag (Section 5.2). The ECM has sensible economic and statis-
tical properties (Section 6), it encompasses existing models (Section 7.1),
and it may be useful in forecasting (Section 7.2). Readers familiar with
ECMs and autoregressive distributed lags may skip directly to Section 5.2.
5.1 Autoregressive Distributed Lags, ECMs, and Long-Run
Solutions
With the choice of variables and lag length in the vector autoregression
above, a fourth-order autoregressive distributed lag model in R, ,S, R,a n d
Re| is a natural starting point for single equation modelling. This regression
is modified in two ways. First, the output gap +uhv is included to reflect
how the mark-up >   may vary over the cycle. Second, a dummy ( is
included for an increase in indirect taxes in December 1978.
7 Thus, the
fourth-order ADL of the underlying CPI is:




















@9l7lw n @:(w n wc (10)
where w is the error term. As with the cointegration analysis, a constant
7 While the output gap and the dummy (w may capture economically and statistically
important behaviour in prices, their effects are viewed as short run and so are not
included in the cointegration analysis above. If included, the cointegration results are
virtually unchanged.18
term and seasonal dummies are included: 7lw denotes the centered (zero
mean) seasonal dummy for the th quarter.
Equation (10) may be reparameterized without loss of generality as an
unrestricted ECM by adding and subtracting lags of the variables:























@9l7lw n @:(w n w (11)
With minor algebraic manipulation, equation (11) may be rewritten so as
to incorporate the long-run solution (2) directly.























@9l7lw n @:(w n w (12)
Specifically, S4 (with S4 	 f for dynamic stability) is the feedback coeffi-
cient for the measure of disequilibrium,
ER  ,SBRVRe|w4c (13)
which is the empirical mark-up in the previous period. The coefficients ,19
B,a n dVare S5*S4, S6*S4,a n d S 7*S4, which are the long-run elasticities
in (2).
Some straightforward algebraic manipulation of (11) obtains various equi-
librium solutions, including the solution (2). Extensive discussions of the
relationship between the ECM and its long-run solutions appear in David-
son, Hendry, Srba and Yeo (1978), Hendry, Pagan and Sargan (1984), and
Hendry (1995). Under a non-stochastic static-state equilibrium, the output
gap, all growth rates, and the error term w are zero in (11); time subscripts
are dropped; and the seasonals and dummy can be ignored. That leaves
(11) with the constant @3 and the levels R, ,S, R,a n dRe|. Moving R to


















The superscript r in Rv indicates that (14) is the static equilibrium. The
constant term @3*S4 in (14) is equivalent to *?E> in (2), where the latter
is the logarithmic approximation to the mark-up >  . Thus, the error
correction model (11) solves for the long-run solution (2) when evaluated
under the non-stochastic static-state assumptions associated with (2).
Equation (14) is the static equilibrium of the ECM (11), where static
means assuming that all prices are constant. More generally, (11) might be
evaluated under various steady-state (rather than static-state) assumptions.
Under one such set of assumptions, all prices grow at some constant rate
} ({R '{ ,S '{ R '{ Re| ' }) and the output gap +uhv is constant but
possibly nonzero. That is, a nonzero inflation rate and a nonzero output
gap are two simple aspects of a dynamic equilibrium.
8 Solving (11) for R
in a similar manner to that done for (14), the resulting dynamic equilibrium






















8 Other dynamic equilibria exist, e.g., ones with nonzero growth rates in real prices
such that the error correction in (12) is constant. However, the solution in (15) is the
simplest of the dynamic equilbrium paths; and it has a certain economic appeal in
that all real prices are assumed constant.20
where  is a complicated function of iKmlc ' ccej and S4.E q u a -
tion (15) generalizes (14) for nonzero price growth rates and a nonzero
output gap. In particular, the logarithmic approximation to the mark-up is
E@3*S4  }  ES8*S4+uhv rather than just E@3*S4: the inflation rate
and the output gap influence the mark-up, and so influence the level of
the CPI relative to other prices. This formulation captures a way in which
the mark-up might vary over the cycle.
For each of (14) and (15), a time series of disequilibria can be constructed
by subtracting the right-hand side of the respective equation from R,e v a l -
uating all variables at observed values. These disequilibrium measures are
denoted v and g respectively.
This paper presents estimates of the coefficients in (14) under different
assumptions. In the VAR framework of Section 4.2, equations (6), (7),
and (8) respectively assume nothing, long-run price homogeneity, and
long-run price homogeneity and weak exogeneity. In the single equa-
tion framework of Sections 5.2 and 6.1 below, (16) and (18) respec-
tively assume weak exogeneity only, and weak exogeneity, long-run price
homogeneity, and a simplified lag structure. Comparison of estimates
across these various equations indirectly assesses the associated assump-
tions themselves. Section 6.1 also reports the dynamic solution (15) and
compares the static and dynamic equilibrium prices with actual prices,
both directly and through the corresponding disequilibrium measures v
and g.
Equation (12) generalizes the conventional partial adjustment model by
allowing separate reaction speeds to the different determinants of the CPI,
reflecting potentially different costs of adjustment and of disequilibrium.
Through the error correction term, (12) allows discrepancies between the
log-level of the CPI and its determinants to affect future inflation, thus
keeping the level of the CPI “in line” with its determinants in the long
run. Economically, (12) is related to Ss-type models, with short-run factors
determining CPI movements within a given price environment and longer-
run factors determining the general level of prices. In particular, short-run
factors affect the mark-up itself. For further details, see Nickell (1985)
for an optimizing framework that results in an error correction model, and
Smith (1986) for the ECM’s relation to Ss inventory models, albeit in the
context of money demand.21
The ECM (12) is a remarkably general model. In particular, it contains
both static levels models and pure difference models of inflation as special
(and testable) cases. The ECM’s relation to models in levels follows from
the equivalence of (12) with the ADL in (10), and restricting the ADL
such that all @ml are zero for  ' ccD and :f . The ECM’s relation
to models in differences follows directly from (12) with S4 (and possibly
S8) set to zero. Thus, models in differences contain no information about
the long run, i.e., on the levels. As is readily apparent from the empirical
ECM (17) developed in Section 5.2, neither static models nor models in
differences alone are empirically satisfactory. Section 7.1 further discusses
these issues in the context of encompassing.
Ostensibly, equation (12) explains inflation. It also determines the price
level through its relationship with (10), provided S4 9'f . For detailed
discussion on the algebra of ECMs, see Hendry, Pagan and Sargan (1984),
Ericsson, Campos and Tran (1990), and Hendry (1995).
5.2 General to Specific Modelling
This subsection simplifies the fourth-order ADL to a parsimonious ECM.
Sections 6 and 7 examine the estimated model’s economic and statistical
properties in greater detail.
Most of the individual coefficients in the fourth-order ADL (10) are im-
precisely estimated and are of little interest in themselves. However, the
long-run solution of the ADL is of interest, and its coefficients are well-
determined:
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where estimated standard errors are in parentheses E. Equation (16)
corresponds to (2) and (14). The estimates in (16) are very close to those
obtained by Johansen’s analysis of the VAR. Simplification of the fourth-
order ADL to a first-order ADL is statistically acceptable, and achieves a
virtually identical long-run solution with somewhat smaller standard errors,
paralleling the system result that only first lags matter.
When the fourth-order ADL is transformed to the unrestricted ECM rep-22
resentation (11), many of the coefficients are both economically and sta-
tistically insignificant; see Table A2 in Appendix 2. For instance, no lags
(other than lagged log-levels) appear important. These and other restric-
tions described in Appendix 2 provide a natural path for the simplification
of (11) to the following highly parsimonious, economically interpretable,
and statistically acceptable ECM.
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In (17), just three economic variables affect CPI inflation: the current
change in petrol prices, the previous quarter’s output gap, and the pre-
vious quarter’s mark-up. These variables are all statistically significant,
particularly the latter two. The output gap and the change in petrol prices
have positive effects; and the mark-up has a negative effect, as required for
dynamic stability of the equation. Indirect taxes (through (w) and season-
ality also affect inflation. The coefficients in (17) are consistent with the
mark-up model (2), where the mark-up itself varies with the output gap.
Section 6 considers the dynamic and long-run implications of the variables
in (17) at greater length, showing how to obtain those implications from
the analytics of Section 5.1.
Equation (17) lists diagnostic statistics for testing against various alter-
native hypotheses: residual autocorrelation (- and _), autoregress-
ive conditional heteroscedasticity (-M), skewness and excess kurtosis23
(Jo6@,|+), RESET (-.7.A), heteroscedasticity (Me|eoJ), and non-
innovation errors relative to the fourth-order ADL (U??).
9 T h en u l ld i s -
tribution is designated by 5E or 8Ec, the degrees of freedom fill the
parentheses, and (for - and -M) the lag order is the first degree of
freedom. Statistically, the ECM appears well-specified, with no rejections
from the tests available. Also, the imposed restriction of long-run price
homogeneity is not rejected by the appropriate Lagrange multiplier statistic
(us).
For convenience, the ECM (17) will be called the preferred equation.
Appendix 3 develops an alternative ECM, which contains an additional
term for the dynamic effects of the business cycle on inflation.
6. THE MODEL’S PROPERTIES
This section considers the economic interpretation and statistical properties
of the ECM in (17). Sections 6.1 and 6.2 focus on the long-run and
dynamic properties of the model, Section 6.3 demonstrates the model’s
empirical constancy, and Section 6.4 offers a few caveats.
6.1 Long-Run Properties of the Model
The long-run properties of an error correction model can be characterized
by its static and dynamic solutions (Rv and Rg) ,a n db yt h ei m p l i e dd i s e -
quilibria from those solutions (v and g). This subsection analyzes those
solutions and associated disequilibria, both numerically and graphically.
Equation (17) embeds the mark-up model (2) in its static long-run solution
Rv, which is:
Rv ' ffHe n feSD,S n feeR n ffb2Re|c (18)
corresponding to (14). The dynamic equilibrium solution Rg is:
9 For references on the test statistics, see Durbin and Watson (1950, 1951), Box and
Pierce (1970), Godfrey (1978), and Harvey (1981, p. 173); Engle (1982); Jarque and
Bera (1980) and Doornik and Hansen (1994); Ramsey (1969); White (1980, p. 825)
and Nicholls and Pagan (1983); and Hendry (1995) respectively.24
Rg ' ffHe n feSD,S n feeR n ffb2Re|
 } n fHS+uhvc (19)
as derived from (15). Long-run homogeneity is statistically acceptable
and is imposed in (18) and (19). The estimates of the long-run solution
in (18) from the ECM are numerically close to the system estimates of
the cointegrating vector in (6), (7), and (8), and to the single equation
estimates in (16) from the unrestricted ADL. This robustness of results
provides some indirect evidence in favour of the assumptions imbedded
in the final ECM relative to the unrestricted VAR. The tests above of
long-run homogeneity, weak exogeneity, and innovation errors provide the
direct evidence.
Consumer prices, their static equilibrium, and their dynamic equilibrium
are shown in Figure 10. To calculate Rv and Rg for the figure, current-
dated variables are used on the right-hand side of (18) and (19). Further, }
must be specified for (19); and the average
S6
l@3 {Rwl*e is used so as to
smooth the relatively erratic inflation series. Seasonal dummies as well as
the constant term are included in calculating both Rv and Rg. Actual prices
and the dynamic equilibrium path are quite similar: deviations between
them (g) are typically only a few per cent, with those deviations lasting
a year or two at a time; see Figure 11. Recently, actual prices have been
particularly close to the dynamic equilibrium path. By comparison, the
static equilibrium path consistently lies above actual prices, often by 2fI
to fI. This discrepancy (v) primarily reflects omission of the term }
from the calculation of Rv in (14). The estimate of  in (19) is large
and negative (), and the quarterly inflation rate often is 2I to I,
implying discrepancies of the magnitude observed and contrasting with the
zero inflation rate assumed in solving for Rv.
The importance of the growth rate } in the dynamic equilibrium solution
has different interpretations. Most straightforwardly, *?E>, the mark-up
from (2), depends negatively on }.A s } declines in the late 1980s and
the early 1990s, the mark-up increases, as seen from the plot of R  Rv in
Figure 11. More subtly, R, ,S, R,a n dRe| might be I(2), cointegrating as in
(2) to form an I(1) linear combination, which itself could cointegrate with
the inflation rate (I(1) here by assumption) to form an I(0) combination.
The dynamic equilibrium (19) would then be that I(0) combination. In25
Figure 10: Actual CPI R (—), the static solution Rv (), and the









Figure 11: Deviations between the actual CPI and the static solution
R  Rv () and between the actual CPI and the dynamic solution











principle, R, ,S, R,a n dRe| might be I(2), although a nonstationary mark-
up is economically unappealing. For Australia with this data, R, ,S, R,
and Re| appear to be I(1) empirically. The ADF statistics and estimated
coefficients in Table 1 and the multivariate stationarity tests in Table 2
support that these variables are I(1). Also, Johansen’s (1992c) analysis
implies that variables are at most I(1) if, as in the VAR considered above,
their vector autoregression is first order with a single cointegrating vector,
weak exogeneity for that cointegrating vector, and a nonzero cointegrating
coefficient on the endogenous variable. As an intermediate alternative,
R, ,S, R,a n dRe| might be I(1) and cointegrated, but with their mean
growth rates shifting down in the latter part of the sample. If the mark-up
depends upon }, then the mark-up might appear nonstationary because of
that shift in }; see Campos, Ericsson and Hendry (1996).
Both disequilibrium measures v and g are stationary series in that they
correspond to the observed cointegrating vector. That said, both series
appear to be nonstationary from the augmented Dickey-Fuller statistics in
Table 1. This seeming contradiction is resolved by the higher power of
the Johansen procedure relative to ADF statistics for detecting the station-
arity of multivariate relationships. Equally, a univariate procedure such
as the ADF statistic is at an inherent disadvantage when used to evaluate
multivariate hypotheses such as cointegration.
The long-run coefficient estimates are plausible and sensible. Numerically,
the coefficient on unit labour costs is the largest and that on fuel prices
the smallest. This accords with conventional wisdom. The coefficient on
import prices is perhaps a little more controversial, and is not statistically
different from that on unit labour costs. Specifically, the coefficient is
higher than f2f, which is a range quoted by some commentators and
which is similar to the import propensity for all goods and services (about
f2). The estimated elasticity bears on the potential inflationary impact of
recent exchange rate depreciations. The Australian dollar depreciated by
over fI between March and August in 1992 and by DI in May 1993.
The ECM (17) indicates that the CPI eventually rises by feeI for every
I permanent increase in import prices. The import elasticity in (17)
may depend on the definitions of the right-hand side variables selected,
and other definitions and specifications may yield different results. Still,
this result is robust across the specifications considered herein.27
Several factors may account for the higher estimated import price coeffi-
cient in (17). First, many pre-existing models of the CPI were in growth
rates only, so the imputed long-run elasticities were actually short-run
rather than long-run. For example, estimating equation (11) as a dis-
tributed lag model with six lags but without the error correction term
yields a solved import price coefficient of about f2. From Section 6.2
below, f2 is approximately the six-period cumulated response implied by
(17). Second, the appropriate benchmark for the import price effect is, at
a minimum, the share of importables rather than the share of imports, with
the former being larger than the latter. Third, the market for exportables
may be important. If the price of exportables sold in the domestic market
is set at the world price (which is assumed to be given to exporters), then
this creates an additional channel by which a depreciation will be inflation-
ary. Since movements in import prices are dominated by movements in the
exchange rate, an effect from the price of exportables will be picked up by
the import price series. Fourth, if domestic producers and retailers price
strategically or attempt to maintain some relativity to import prices, then
the import price coefficient will be higher than the importables propensity.
Fifth, as mentioned above, many previous models of Australian CPI were
estimated in differences only, with smaller estimated “long-run” elasticities
for imports. To the extent that comparisons are made, it seems plausible
that those earlier results are biased downward from using differences only.
Finally, the modelled CPI is the underlying CPI, not headline CPI. The
underlying CPI accounts for approximately HfI of the headline CPI. So,
using equation (17), the long-run effect of a change in import prices on
headline CPI is about fS (or about fH if the share of petrol is excluded),
assuming that import prices do not influence the price of items excluded
from the underlying CPI. It is also worth noting that the numbers in (17)
are point estimates: plus-or-minus two standard errors on the estimated
import price elasticity yields a confidence interval of fe to fDe.
6.2 Dynamic Properties of the Model
Equation (17) has several implications for lags and lag distributions and
for the economic interpretation of the error correction term. First, the CPI
adjusts slowly to shocks, even though lag lengths in (17) are short. Rep-
resentation of the ECM as an ADL helps clarify this apparent disparity,
as does solving for the implied lag distributions of the estimated ECM.28
Second, the error correction term in (17) is interpretable as capturing feed-
backs from the domestic labour market, the foreign goods market, and the
energy market.
In (17), adjustment to disequilibrium is very gradual, even though no lags
beyond the first are necessary in that equation (see Appendix 2). The
explanation follows from the small coefficient on the error correction term
(ffHb) and small or zero coefficients on contemporaneous variables.
When rewritten as the autoregressive distributed lag representation (10),
equation (17) becomes:
f Rw 'n f  bfbRw4 n ffeD,Sw4 n ffbeRw4
n ffeRe|w  fffDbRe|w4 n ff.S+uhv
w4c (20)
where the constant, seasonals, and dummy ( are omitted for simplicity of
exposition. The small ECM coefficient in (17) implies a large coefficient
(fbfb) on the lagged dependent variable Rw4 in (20), generating long
solved distributed lags of unit labour costs, import prices, energy prices,
and the output gap.
For example, suppose import prices increase permanently by fI in a
given quarter. Current-dated import prices do not appear in (20), so the
contemporaneous response of the CPI is zero. One quarter later, the CPI
increases by fbeI, noting that the coefficient on Rw4 in (20) is ffbe
(equivalently, EffHbEfee from (17)). In each succeeding quarter,
the disequilibrium is reduced by progressively smaller increments until
the full eeI increase in the CPI is achieved, corresponding to the long-
run elasticity of fee for import prices. This adjustment is a drawn-out
process, with just half of the adjustment completed after two years, and
only three-quarters of the adjustment completed after four years.
10
Thus, the model (17) incorporates the appealing idea that permanent in-
10 For a permanent change in unit labour costs, import prices, or the output gap, the
proportion of adjustment through to period ? is 
Sq
l@4 S4E n S4+l4, (or zero
for ? 'f ), where S4 is the coefficient on the error correction term in (17). The
cumulative adjustment for petrol prices is somewhat more complicated algebraically,
but it is easily computed. For instance, for a I permanent increase in petrol prices,
the contemporaneous effect on the CPI is ffeI, which is approximately DI
E' ffe*ffb2 of the total long-run ffb2 percentage point effect on the CPI.29
creases in costs increase the CPI in the long run whereas temporary in-
creases in costs have small short-run effects. This is especially sensible
here since unit labour costs, import prices, and petrol prices can be very
volatile on a quarter-to-quarter basis. For import prices in particular, the
lag structure implies that the path of the exchange rate in the few years
before a depreciation mediates the proximate inflationary effect of that de-
preciation. The ostensible deflationary effect of the recent appreciation in
the exchange rate should be viewed similarly.
Explicit lag distributions and functions thereof are easily calculated numer-
ically. Figure 12 plots the derived normalized lag distributions for ,Sw,
Rw, Re|w,a n d+ uhv
w from equation (17).
11 Their median lags are ., ., S,a n d
.quarters respectively; and their mean lags are all somewhat greater than
two years. Figure 13 plots the normalized cumulative lag distributions,
from which the median lags are derived. Figures 12 and 13 also represent
the responses of the CPI to suitably normalized temporary and permanent
changes in the corresponding variables, thereby providing graphical as-
sessment of the numerical calculations in the previous paragraphs. The
relatively small error correction coefficient and contemporaneous short-
run elasticities imply substantial smoothing in the price process and major
differences between short- and long-run elasticities for a given variable.
Some previous models of the Australian CPI are in differences only and
require substantially longer lags. By omitting the error correction term
from the autoregressive distributed lag (i.e., setting S4 'fin (12)), the
differenced variables are left to proxy the implied lagged effects graphed
in Figures 12 and 13. The sums of coefficients in those differenced models
have sometimes been interpreted as “long-run” elasticities. Unsurprisingly,
these sums need not match the derived long-run elasticities from the error
correction model, where the latter are designed to capture the level effects
corresponding to the economic elasticities in (2). The autoregressive dis-
tributed lag representation (20) emphasizes that the ECM (17) determines
the level Rw and not just the growth rate {Rw, even though the dependent
variable in (17) is {Rw. Equation (17)’s error correction term, which is in
(log) levels, is the explanation. Equation (20) also shows that short lags
on variables in a error correction model can be consistent with a long and
11 The normalized distributional properties for ,Sw, Rw,a n d+ uhv
w are identical because
each variable enters (17) at one and the same lag (the first).30
Figure 12: The normalized lag distributions for ,Sw, Rw,a n d
+ uhv
w (—) and for Re|w ().










Figure 13: The normalized cumulative lag distributions for ,Sw, Rw,
and +uhv
w (—) and for Re|w ().













In (17), long-run homogeneity is imposed directly on the coefficients in the
error correction term. This formulation emphasizes the effect on inflation
of the disequilibrium in the long-run mark-up equation, i.e., (2). Alterna-
tively, long-run unit homogeneity may be imposed by re-arrangement of
the variables within the ECM in (17), obtaining (21).
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For comparison with (17), White’s (1980) heteroscedasticity-consistent
standard errors appear in square brackets do; see also MacKinnon and
White (1985). Three distinct feedback terms appear in (21): ER ,Sw4,
ERRw4,a n dE RRe|w4, each with its coefficient estimated unrestrict-
edly. These feedbacks are the negative logs of lagged real unit labour
costs, real import prices, and real energy costs; cf. (4). These real prices
are comparisons of nominal sectoral prices with the CPI, and so are also
relative prices involving the price being explained by the equation. As
such, these real prices focus attention on existing disequilibria of the do-
mestic goods market relative to the domestic labour market, the foreign
goods market, and the energy market. This interpretation is in the spirit of
Juselius’s (1992) model of Danish inflation and Metin’s (1994) model of
Turkish inflation, both of which examine the effects that numerous intra-
and inter-sectoral disequilibria have on inflation. Franz and Gordon (1993)
find strong error correction feedbacks for models of German and Ameri-
can producer price indices, as does Ericsson (1994) for the U.S. consumer
price index although, in both these studies, the error correction appears to
be simply real unit labour costs. Because (21) is isomorphic to (17), the
remainder of this paper refers to (17) alone, except when the representation
in (21) is required.32











6.3 Statistical Properties of the Model
The statistical properties of the model can be assessed by what is not
modelled, namely, the residuals. Residuals from full-sample and subsam-
ple estimates are both informative. Using a battery of residual diagnostic
test statistics, this subsection shows that (17) appears well-specified, with
empirically constant coefficients.
As noted in Section 5.2, the preferred equation performs well in terms
of standard (full-sample) diagnostic tests. Empirically, the residuals are
normally distributed, homoscedastic, and serially uncorrelated; and the null
hypothesis of no omitted variables is easily accepted for a wide variety of
variables. Figure 14 plots the actual and fitted values for {Rw and shows
how well (17) explains the data.
Estimation over subsamples by a recursive algorithm provides an incisive
tool for investigating constancy; cf. Brown, Durbin and Evans (1975) and
Dufour (1982). Graphs efficiently summarize the large volume of output.
Figures 15 and 16 portray two related functions of the residuals from recur-
sive estimation: the first summarizes the numerical constancy of (17) and
the second its statistical constancy. Figure 15 records the one-step residu-33
Figure 15: One-step residuals (—), with corresponding calculated
equation standard errors as f 	 2	 jw ().










Figure 16: The sequence of break-point Chow statistics (—) over
1982–1993, with the statistics scaled by their one-off 5% critical
values ().













als and the corresponding calculated equation standard errors for (17), i.e.,
i+w 	 q3
w%wj and if	2	 jwj in a common notation. The equation standard er-
ror 	 j varies little, declining slightly over time. Figure 16 plots the “break-
point” Chow (1960) statistics for the sequence i1982(1)–1993(3), 1982(2)–
1993(3), 1982(3)–1993(3)c   c1993(2)–1993(3), 1993(3)j.N o n e o f
these Chow statistics is significant at even their one-off 5% levels. That is,
there is no break of the sample into estimation and forecast periods such
that the corresponding Chow statistic for predictive failure is significant.
Recursive estimates of individual coefficients in (17) vary little, both nu-
merically and statistically. The estimates’ stability provides additional ev-
idence that the right-hand side variables in (17) are weakly exogenous for
the parameters in this equation, in which case single equation estimation
is valid and without loss of information relative to the VAR. Appendix 2
considers these recursive estimates in detail.
The empirical stability of (17) suggests that the inflationary process in
Australia has remained largely unchanged during the 1980s and 1990s,
even while inflation itself has declined. This stability exists in spite of
known changes to institutions and economic structure over the period. The
explanation for the decline in inflation, therefore, lies in what happened
to actual nominal wages and labour productivity, the exchange rate, prices
for Australia’s trading partners, tariffs, petrol prices, and the output gap.
6.4 Caveats
Some caveats apply to this analysis of inflation, although their empirical
import may be minimal. First, the model makes no allowance for recent
increases in indirect taxes. Because the parameter estimates in (17) are
very stable over time, one would then expect these tax increases to affect
the residual of (17). Yet, the residuals over 1992–1993 have been typical
in magnitude. As a potential explanation, difficult trading conditions may
have forced domestic producers and retailers to absorb some of the tax
effects. Second, the mark-up on imports between the dock and the final
point of sale may have fallen recently with increased market openness
and competition, as discussed in Dwyer and Lam (1994) and Dwyer and
Romalis (1995). While the model in (17) includes a measure of the tariff
rate, it has no variables that would account for additional such changes in
the mark-up. From the statistical properties of (17), the consequences to35
(17) of such changes appear small empirically.
7. ENCOMPASSING AND FORECASTING
Two properties of (17) merit special attention, its ability to account for
the results of other models of inflation (encompassing) and its potential
usefulness in forecasting. Section 7.1 shows that (17) encompasses an
alternate empirical model of inflation due to McTaggart and Hall (1993).
Also, at a conceptual level, (17) encompasses several economic models
of inflation, while each of those economic models provides only a partial
explanation of CPI behaviour in Australia. Section 7.2 examines how (17)
might be used for forecasting.
7.1 Encompassing Alternative Models of Inflation
Given the apparent empirical success of (17), it is natural to ask how its
performance compares with other models of the Australian CPI. Numerous
alternative models have been developed: see for example Fahrer and Myatt
(1991), Coelli and Fahrer (1992), the papers in Blundell-Wignall (1992),
Johansen (1992b), Knight (1992), and McTaggart and Hall (1993). Several
characteristics distinguish (17) from such existing models. First, existing
models are typically in differences only, thereby ignoring long-run levels
relationships. Johansen (1992b) and Knight (1992) are exceptions in this
respect. Second, many of the existing models have apparently significant
direct effects of money growth and foreign CPI inflation on Australian
CPI inflation. Third, the precise measure of the CPI tends to vary across
models. To focus discussion, consider McTaggart and Hall’s (1993) model.
McTaggart and Hall (1993) begin with a fourth-order ADL of an adjusted
CPI inflation rate ({Rd), an OECD inflation rate ({RRHFG), the spread
between short- and long-term interest rates, and the growth rate of Aus-
t r a l i a nM 3( { 6 ).
12 From that ADL, they obtained a more parsimonious
model:
12 McTaggart and Hall’s adjusted CPI (d) is the headline CPI, net of some (but not all)
of the components that were removed from the headline CPI to obtain the underlying
CPI.36
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This model suggests the importance of foreign inflation and domestic mon-
etary expansion as the proximate determinants of Australian inflation, con-
trasting with the structure in (17). In order to compare these two equations
statistically, it is helpful to introduce the concept of encompassing.
Loosely speaking, encompassing is the ability of one model to account for
the results of another model. Encompassing is a necessary property for
any adequate empirical model: a model’s inability to explain the properties
of other models indicates the value of information contained in the other
models, over and above that in the model being tested. Conversely, the
ability of one model to encompass a second model implies that the second
is redundant, given the first. Encompassing establishes an ordering across
models such that an encompassing model serves as a sufficient statistic
for all existing models; cf. Mizon and Richard (1986). Encompassing is
particularly important when the alternative models have different economic
and policy implications, as they do for (17) and (22).
Numerous test statistics for encompassing have been developed. The ones
considered here are due to Cox (1961, 1962) (variance encompassing), Er-
icsson (1983) (a variant on the Cox statistic), and Sargan (1958) (reduced
form encompassing). In addition, the classical 8 statistic for testing a
given model against the smallest comprehensive (nesting) model is in-
cluded, since that statistic tests parameter encompassing.
Actual implementation of these tests is complicated by different defini-
tions of the CPI, different sample periods for the models, and the lack
of seasonal dummies in McTaggart and Hall’s equation. To provide as
balanced a comparison as possible, each model is tested twice, once us-
ing McTaggart and Hall’s adjusted CPI and once using underlying CPI.
The maximum sample periods available are used in both cases, which are
1977(3)–1992(1) and 1977(3)–1993(3) respectively. While the presence or
absence of seasonal dummies is not a formal difficulty for the encompass-37
Table 3:
Encompassing Statistics for Equation (17)
and McTaggart and Hall’s Equation for the CPI
Null Hypothesis
Equation (17) McTaggart and Hall
Statistic Dist.  d Dist.  d
Cox N(0,1) –1.82 –0.98 N(0,1) –10.40 –13.49
Ericsson N(0,1) 1.54 0.86 N(0,1) 6.00 7.38
Sargan 5Ee 4.91 0.85 5ES 31.75 30.33
88 Eec 1.25 0.20 8ESc 10.69 11.01
	 j 0.251% 0.357% 0.354% 0.544%
Notes
1. The asymptotic distribution of each statistic under the null hypothesis appears
under the column “Dist.”.
2. The CPI measure is the underlying CPI for those statistics under the columns la-
beled , and McTaggart and Hall’s adjusted CPI for those statistics under columns
labeled d.
3. See Doornik and Hendry (1994) for details on the statistics.
ing tests, seasonal dummies are highly significant if added to McTaggart
and Hall’s equation. In order to avoid rejecting (22) simply because (17)
includes seasonal dummies and (22) does not, the tested version of McTag-
gart and Hall’s equation includes seasonal dummies. The results appear in
Table 3.
From the first two columns of numbers in Table 3, equation (17) appears to
encompass McTaggart and Hall’s equation. Only the Cox statistic (using
) is at all close to being statistically significant at the nominal DI level,
and the Cox statistic is known to over-reject in finite samples in even static
models; see Pesaran (1974) and Ericsson (1986). By contrast, the final
two columns in Table 3 show that McTaggart and Hall’s equation does not
encompass (17), regardless of the statistic used and regardless of the def-
inition of CPI adopted. Put somewhat differently, lagged foreign inflation
rates and domestic money growth rates are not important for explaining
Australian inflation, conditional on including the growth of petrol prices,
the tax dummy, and the lagged output gap and mark-up. Including the tax38
dummy in McTaggart and Hall’s equation does not appreciably alter the
results.
From additional similar tests, neither broad money nor short-term interest
rates such as the 90-day rate for Bank accepted bills appear to be proxi-
mate influences on inflation. That said, monetary policy may and likely
does affect inflation. Monetary transmission pathways may include the
output gap, the exchange rate, and nominal wage formation inter alia,a n d
through those variables affect inflation. To understand better the monetary
transmission mechanism for inflation, a more complete, system analysis
would be desirable; but such an analysis is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. For discussion and illustrations of how such an approach would be
undertaken, see Hendry and Mizon (1993), Juselius (1993), Doornik and
Hendry (1994), and Hendry and Doornik (1994).
The encompassing of (22) by (17) raises an important methodological
issue: (22) is a reduced form whereas (17) is “structural”. While compar-
ison of two such models might appear problematic, it is not. The precise
meaning of “structural” bears on the explanation itself. First, “structural”
sometimes means “conditional”; cf. Boswijk (1995) and Ericsson (1995).
Unit labour costs, import prices, and petrol prices are empirically weakly
exogenous in (17), so conditioning on their contemporaneous values is
valid. In this context, the structural and reduced form aspects of the two
models are not at issue. Encompassing simply provides a way of com-
paring two competing models. Second, and relatedly, the encompassing
tests may be viewed as diagnostic checks on the two models. The tests
evaluate whether lagged OECD inflation and Australian money growth are
important omitted variables in (17), and whether the lagged mark-up and
output gap are important omitted variables in (22). None of these variables
are precluded ap r i o r ifrom either model, so the nature of an individual
model (whether structural or reduced form) does not affect the validity
of the encompassing tests. Third, even with empirically valid weak exo-
geneity, (17) is in effect a reduced form, with current inflation depending
almost exclusively upon lagged information. When contemporaneous unit
labour costs and import prices are included in (17), they are numerically
and statistically unimportant. Contemporaneous petrol prices, which do
appear in (17), are statistically significant but have a very small effect
economically. Finally, Hendry and Mizon (1993) show how to calculate39
encompassing tests between a structural model (their sense of “structural”)
and a reduced form, where both are systems. The single-equation encom-
passing tests above are in the spirit of Hendry and Mizon’s tests, noting
that super exogeneity appears valid for (17).
At a more conceptual level, (17) encompasses a range of economic mod-
els for prices and inflation. Equation (17) embeds a variant of the price-
inflation Phillips curve by relating price inflation to the output gap and so
to the unemployment rate; cf. Ericsson, Irons and Tryon (1993). When
rewritten as (21), (17) also includes both wage-price models (through
R,S) and long-run purchasing power parity (through RR). However,
as the empirical model (21) shows, each of these economic theories pro-
vides only a partial explanation of price behaviour in Australia. Several
economic determinants are necessary to understand the behaviour of the
Australian CPI.
Finally, because (17) is empirically constant, broad classes of models may
not encompass (17), even in principle. In particular, models of inflation in-
volving rational expectations may not encompass (17); see Hendry (1988),
Ericsson and Hendry (1989), Favero and Hendry (1992), and Engle and
Hendry (1993). Full testing of such a proposition turns on demonstrating
that the equations for ,S, R,a n dRe| in the VAR are nonconstant. Empir-
ically, the equation for R appears nonconstant, and possibly those for ,S
and Re| as well. Again, a more complete, system analysis is the natural
framework for testing such propositions but is beyond the scope of this
paper.
7.2 Forecasting
Equation (17) is a highly parsimonious model of inflation, making it attrac-
tive as a tool for ex ante forecasts and counterfactual simulations. Apart
from the current change in petrol prices, CPI inflation in the current quar-
ter is based simply on the levels of the relevant indices and the output
gap in the previous quarter. Thus forecasting one step ahead is straight-
forward. Multi-step ahead forecasts would require forecasts of unit labour
costs, import prices, petrol prices, and the output gap, and so would most
easily be carried out in a system (rather than a single equation) framework.
Ex post forecasts can help assess the constancy of a model, so this subsec-
tion considers such forecasts, one step ahead, for the preferred equation.40
Given recent changes in the Australian economic environment, it is of
interest to re-estimate (17) over an initial subsample and use that equation
to forecast over the last few years. Figures 17 and 18 plot actual, fitted,
and forecast values of inflation, where estimation is through 1989, and
realized values of the right-hand side variables are used to construct the
forecasts. The forecasts track the recent decline in inflation relatively well.
As seen from these forecasts and from the recursive estimates of (17), there
is no evidence of a structural break in the inflation process in 1990.
Ex ante forecasts and counterfactual simulations from (17) may be instruc-
tive from a policy perspective, but they have several important caveats.
First, if only (17) is used, paths for unit labour costs, petrol prices, import
prices, and the output gap must be given, precluding feedback from the
CPI on to those variables. That is, the CPI is assumed to not Granger-cause
the other variables. Second, counterfactual simulations assume robustness
of the inflation equation to changes in the processes for unit labour costs,
petrol prices, import prices, and the output gap (that is, super exogeneity).
Implicitly, that assumes super exogeneity of the exchange rate as well.
Third, the forecasts’ standard errors are sizable, noting that the equation
standard error in (17) is approximately I at an annual rate. Typically,
multi-step ahead forecast standard errors are larger than their one-step
counterparts, with the latter being 	2I (at best) for a bDI confidence
region. Finally, actual ex ante multi-step ahead forecasts would require
modelling and forecasting the right-hand side variables, and their forecasts
are themselves uncertain. Accounting for that uncertainty would almost
invariably increase the standard errors of the CPI inflation forecasts. That
said, forecasts of the @eo@}e inflation rate over the next year or two could
have a smaller confidence interval than any individual quarter’s forecast;
see Chong and Hendry (1986) and Campos (1992).
8. CONCLUSIONS
The error correction model in (17) has sensible economic and statistical
properties, and it contains “value added” relative to existing models of
Australian inflation. While it remains to be seen how the ECM will per-
form in the face of additional changes to the economy, continued low
inflation through the 1990s appears to turn on sustained low growth rates
in unit labour costs and import prices.41
Figure 17: Actual values (—) and fitted and forecast values ()o f











Figure 18: The underlying inflation rate (—) and its one-step-ahead
forecasts (), with 	2 forecast standard errors (– –).








Justification for such inferences is founded on two counts. First, the esti-
mated ECM is remarkably stable across a wide range of economic changes
in the 1980s and 1990s. The coefficients are well-defined and do not al-
ter significantly over this period. Second, many of the major economic
changes that have occurred or are occurring should have their effect on the
right-hand side variables themselves, and so need not imply any change in
the coefficients of the CPI equation. For example, increased productivity
and greater pressures on wage setters to remain internationally compet-
itive may imply a lower outcome for unit labour costs rather than any
change in the relationship between unit labour costs and consumer price
inflation. Similarly, changes in tariffs may affect inflation through only
the tariff-adjusted import price series.
Equation (17) does not capture some changes, which may bias inflation
forecasts upwards. For example, increased competition due to interna-
tionalization may reduce the ability of domestic producers and retailers to
widen their margins as the economy picks up, so the model may overstate
the inflationary impact of the narrowing of the output gap. That said, such
changes have been ongoing in the past decade, but appear to have had
little effect on the coefficients in (17).43
APPENDIX 1: DATA DEFINITIONS
This appendix describes the data. Sections 1–7 list the definitions of
the data and give their sources. Section 8 gives a detailed derivation
of the underlying consumer price index. All data are quarterly, and the
sample period is 1976(3)–1993(3). Seasonally adjusted series are denoted
by SA, those not seasonally adjusted by NSA; and the Australian Bureau
of Statistics is abbreviated as ABS.
1. Headline Consumer Price Index (k)
Definition. The consumer price index.
Units. 1989/90=100. (NSA)
Source. Consumer Price Index, ABS Catalogue No. 6401.0, Table 1.
2. Underlying Consumer Price Index ()
Definition. The consumer price index, excluding fresh fruit and vegetables,
mortgage interest and consumer credit charges, automotive fuel, and health
services. The adjustment is explained and illustrated in Section 8 of this
appendix.
Units. 1989/90=100. (NSA)
Source. Consumer Price Index, ABS Catalogue No. 6401.0, Table 7.
3. Unit Labour Costs (Lu)
Definition. Nominal cost of non-farm labour per unit of non-farm output.
Nominal unit labour costs are defined as:
rr + payroll taxes + fringe benefits taxes – employment subsidies
real non-farm gross domestic product

hours worked by all non-farm employees
hours worked by non-farm wage and salary earners
c44
where rr refers to the wages, salaries and supplements of non-farm wage
and salary earners. The class “wage and salary earners” is only a subset
of all employed people in the non-farm economy, since it does not include
the self-employed, employers, and unpaid family helpers who have a (non-
farm) job or business. Unit labour costs of wage and salary earners are
scaled up to that for all employed by multiplying it by the ratio of hours
worked by all employed people in the non-farm sector to the hours worked
by non-farm wage and salary earners.
Units. Unit labour costs are indexed at 1966(3)–1973(2)=100 though, in
this paper, the index is rebased at 1989/90=100. (SA)
Source. Department of the Treasury, unpublished data. Recent data are
listed in Australian Economic Indicators, ABS Catalogue No. 1350.0,
Table 9.5, as “non-farm sector (nominal) Treasury index of average unit
labour costs”.
4. Import Prices (U)
Definition. Tariff-adjusted import price index of merchandise imports, ex-
cluding exogenous imports, computers, and other lumpy import items.
Import prices are measured as the implicit price deflator on seasonally ad-
justed merchandise imports, excluding exogenous imports, computers and
other lumpy import items. Exogenous imports are goods which are lumpy
in nature, subject to government arrangements or significantly affected
by factors other than the general level of economic activity in Australia.
Specifically, this covers fuel, defence equipment, and ships, aircraft and
other large items of equipment acquired by selected public and private
enterprises. “Other lumpy import items” are those lumpy items which are
similar in nature to exogenous imports but are not included in that cate-
gory. For example, the purchase of an aeroplane by QANTAS is classified
as an exogenous import, while the purchase of a tanker for the export of
liquid natural gas (LNG) is classified as an other lumpy item.
The tariff rate is the ratio of taxes on international trade to the value of
endogenous imports. The import implicit price deflator is multiplied by
unity plus the tariff rate in order to derive tariff-adjusted import prices.
Units. The base period for the constant price series of merchandise imports45
is 1989/90=100. (SA) Taxes and the value of endogenous imports are
measured in $A millions. (NSA)
Source. The constant and current price series of merchandise imports less
exogenous items are taken from Balance of Payments, Australia,A B SC a t -
alogue No. 5302.0, Tables 13 and 14. The constant and current price series
of computers are unpublished data provided by the ABS. The constant and
current price series of other lumpy items are unpublished data provided
by the Department of the Treasury. Taxes on international trade are drawn
from Australian National Accounts, ABS Catalogue No. 5206.0, Table 40,
“Taxes, Fees and Fines”.
5. Petrol Prices (.A)
Definition. Automotive fuel price index.
Units. 1989/90=100. (NSA)
Source. Consumer Price Index, ABS Catalogue No. 6401.0, Table 7.
6. Private Final Demand (t )
Definition. Private final consumption expenditure and private gross fixed
capital expenditure, excluding net second-hand purchases of equipment
and non-dwelling construction from the public sector.
The variable +uhv is the residual of the log of private final demand regressed
on a constant and trend for the full data period.
Units. Private final demand is measured in $A millions, 1989/90 prices.
(SA)
Source. Australian National Accounts, ABS Catalogue No. 5206.0, Table 59.
7. Unit Capital Costs (L)
Definition. Nominal cost of capital per unit of output.
The nominal unit capital costs are estimated as:46
non-farm GOS
real non-farm gross domestic product
c
where “non-farm GOS” means the “non-farm gross operating surplus of
private corporate and unincorporated trading enterprises and public trad-
ing enterprises”. Non-farm gross operating surplus of trading enterprises
is calculated as total GOS of trading enterprises (excluding dwellings) less
farm GOS. Real non-farm GDP(A), which is the average of the expendi-
ture, income and production measures of GDP, is used in the denominator.
Units. 1989/90=100. All variables used for constructing unit capital costs
are seasonally adjusted.
Source. Australian National Accounts, ABS Catalogue No. 5206.0, Tables
55, 65, and 73.
8. Derivation of the Underlying Consumer Price Index
The underlying consumer price index is defined as the total (headline) CPI,
less fresh fruit and vegetables, mortgage interest charges, consumer credit
charges, automotive fuel, and health services. This adjustment eliminates
the sources of many of the breaks and of much of the volatility in the total
CPI series. The derivation of the underlying CPI series is as follows.
8.1. Estimated Contributions
The underlying CPI series is calculated by subtracting the contributions
for each of the excluded items from the total CPI. The data source for
the contributions is the ABS publication Consumer Price Index, Catalogue




Fresh fruit and vegetables 1.51
Mortgage interest charges 6.57




Quarterly percentage changes are calculated using the adjusted series.
8.2. Changes in Weights
Breaks in the adjusted series occur, however, wherever the CPI has been
reweighted. Since the contribution of each series to the CPI is provided
at both the old and new weight when the weight is changed, estimation
of the growth in the index is straightforward. Consider, for example, the
reweighting at 1992(2). The published series contains data to 1992(1) at
the 11th series weights and data at the 12th series weights thereafter. Data
for 1992(2) are supplied at both the 11th and 12th series weights, as shown
in the following table.
Month March 92 June 92 June 92
Series for weight 11th 11th 12th
Total CPI 107.6 107.3 107.3
less:
Fresh fruit and vegetables 1.73 1.62 1.52
Mortgage interest charges 6.29 5.95 7.09
Consumer credit charges 2.83 2.77 2.68
Automotive fuel 4.66 4.68 5.04
Health services 4.60 4.28 4.25
Adjusted contribution 87.49 88.0 86.72
These weights imply that the underlying CPI grew by fDH per cent in
1992(2).
A similar calculation is made for the 1986(4) 11th series reweighting, with
the exception that mortgage interest charges and consumer credit charges
were not considered since they were not included in the 10th series CPI. No
adjustment has been made for the 1982 10th series reweighting since there
is no break in the automotive fuel series (see below), and the weighting
changes in fruit and vegetables and health services broadly offset each
other.
8.3. Adjustments before 1982 for Automotive Fuel
Automotive fuel poses a special problem in that it was not separately
identified in the CPI in the (pre-1982) 9th series, and so no contributions
series exists. An index exists for the price of automotive fuel, beginning48
in the early 1970s, but no weight for the 9th series is currently available.
Instead, the 10th series automotive fuel weight was used to determine the
contribution of the automotive fuel price index to the CPI for the 9th series.
While this adjustment does not reflect the true weight of petrol in the CPI
before 1982, it is a reasonable approximation to make with existing data.
8.4. The Underlying Consumer Price Index
The underlying CPI is constructed using the percentage changes calculated
above, and is rebased at 1989/90=100.49
APPENDIX 2: DESIGN OF THE EMPIRICAL ECM
This appendix discusses several of the steps taken to obtain the ECM in
(17) and examines in greater detail the recursive estimates of the coef-
ficients in (17). This simplification to (17) has numerous motivations.
Because of its parsimony and more orthogonal regressors, (17) is more
easily interpreted than the unrestricted ADL or VAR. Also, the coeffi-
cients in (17) are more precisely estimated than those in the ADL and the
VAR, providing tighter inferences generally and higher potential power for
tests of mis-specification.
Initially, the vector autoregression for the system cointegration analysis
is simplified from a fourth-order VAR to a first-order VAR, where the
variables in the VARs are R, ,S, R, Re|, a constant, and centered seasonal
dummies. Table A1 reports the 8 statistics and related calculations for that
simplification, where the longest lag on all variables is deleted repeatedly
from the VAR. None of the 8 statistics comparing the initial, intermediate,
and final VARs is significant; and the Schwarz criterion becomes steadily
more negative as the lag length is shortened. The Schwarz criterion in
effect adjusts a measure of the model’s goodness of fit (the log of the
determinant of the estimated error variance matrix) for the model’s degree
of parsimony. A smaller Schwarz criterion indicates a better-fitting model
for a given number of parameters, or a more parsimonious model for a
given goodness of fit.
Having tested for and found weak exogeneity for unit labour costs, im-
port prices, and petrol prices (Table 2), a fourth-order autoregressive dis-
tributed lag for the CPI is simplified to the ECM in (17). Table A2 lists
the estimates of the coefficients for the fourth-order ADL, where the ADL
has been transformed into its unrestricted ECM representation (11). The
following variables do not appear either numerically or statistically signif-
icant.
(i) The third lag on {R, {,S, {R, {Re|,a n d{ + ;
(ii) The second lag on {R, {,S, {R, {Re|,a n d{ + ;a n d
(iii) The first lag on {R, {,S, {R, {Re|,a n d{ + .
Three additional sets of reductions are considered:50
Table A1:
8 and Related Statistics for the Sequential Reduction
from the Fourth-order VAR to the First-order VAR
Null Hypothesis Maintained Hypothesis
System & O 7 VAR(4) VAR(3) VAR(2)
VAR(4) 80 1111.5 –29.06 –
–
& –
VAR(3) 64 1101.8 –29.79 0.82
[0.66]
& (16,128)
VAR(2) 48 1091.0 –30.49 0.91 1.02
[0.61] [0.44]
& (32,156) (16,141)




1. The first four columns report the vector autoregression with its order, and for that
system: the number of unrestricted parameters &, the log-likelihood O, and the
Schwarz criterion 7.
2. The three entries within a given block of numbers in the last three columns are:
the approximate 8 statistic for testing the null hypothesis (indicated by the model
to the left of the entry) against the maintained hypothesis (indicated by the model
above the entry), the tail probability associated with that value of the 8 statistic (in
square brackets), and the degrees of freedom for the 8 statistic (in parentheses).
See Doornik and Hendry (1994) for details underlying these calculations.51
Table A2:
The Unrestricted Error Correction Representation
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A 'S D[1977(3)–1993(3)] R5 'f  bfS 	 j 'f  2SHI
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 ' fDf -M G 8Eec2H ' f2D
Jo6@,|+ G5E2 ' fe -.7.A G 8EcD ' f.
Notes
1. The dependent variable is {Rw. Even so, the equation
is in levels, not in differences, noting the presence of
Rw4.
2. The variable 73w is the constant term; and 74w, 75w,
and 76w are centered seasonal dummies for the first,
second, and third quarters, respectively.52
(iv) The sum of the coefficients on ,Sw4, Rw4,a n dRe|w4 equals the
negative of the coefficient on Rw4, i.e., long-run homogeneity in
prices is satisfied;
(v) {,Sw and {Rw have zero coefficients; and
(vi) {+w has a zero coefficient.
Treated sequentially, these six restrictions obtain the following seven mod-
els.
Model 1: The unrestricted ECM in Table A2.
Model 2: Model 1, excluding the third lag on {R, {,S, {R, {Re|,
and {+.
Model 3: Model 2, excluding the second lag on {R, {,S, {R, {Re|,
and {+.
Model 4: Model 3, excluding the first lag on {R, {,S, {R, {Re|,
and {+.
Model 5: Model 4, imposing long-run price homogeneity.
Model 6: Model 5, excluding {,Sw and {Rw.
Model 7: Model 6, excluding {+w.
So, for example, Model 2 is Model 1 plus reduction (i); Model 3 is Model 1
plus reductions (i)–(ii); and Model 3 is also Model 2 plus reduction (ii).
Table A3 lists the estimates for Model 4 and shows how little the estimates
change from imposing the first three reductions. Table A3 also clarifies
how the remaining three restrictions appear reasonable.
To facilitate formally assessing whether or not the sequence of reduc-
tions (i)–(vi) is valid, and if not, where not, statistics associated with the
implied reductions are calculated for all model pairs, and not only for ad-
jacent models. Table A4 reports this information, including the estimated
equation standard error 	 j and the Schwarz criterion for each model, the
8 statistics for all model pairs, and the associated tail probability values.
The equation standard error is relatively constant across the entire simpli-
fication path; and the Schwarz criterion declines steadily through Model 6,
remaining virtually unchanged between Model 6 and Model 7. Only that
last reduction (excluding {+w) is statistically significant at the 5% level;53
Table A3:
A Partially Restricted Error Correction Representation
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 ' ff
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 ' fb2
Notes
See the notes for Table A2.54
Table A4:
8 and Related Statistics for the Sequential Reduction
from the Fourth-order ADL Model in Table A2
Null Hypothesis Maintained Hypothesis (Model Number)
Model & 	 j7  12 3 4 56
1 29 0.268% –10.58 –
–
& (i) –
2 24 0.255% –10.86 0.24
[0.94]
& (ii) (5,36)
3 19 0.250% –11.11 0.40 0.62
[0.94] [0.69]
& (iii) (10,36) (5,41)
4 14 0.244% –11.37 0.43 0.59 0.58
[0.96] [0.82] [0.71]
& (iv) (15,36) (10,41) (5,46)
5 13 0.242% –11.43 0.41 0.54 0.50 0.09
[0.97] [0.86] [0.81] [0.77]
& (v) (16,36) (11,41) (6,46) (1,51)
6 11 0.244% –11.51 0.49 0.65 0.70 0.93 1.37
[0.95] [0.80] [0.69] [0.43] [0.26]
& (vi) (18,36) (13,41) (8,46) (3,51) (2,52)
7 10 0.251% –11.50 0.66 0.89 1.08 1.78 2.38 4.34
[0.84] [0.58] [0.39] [0.15] [0.080] [0.042]
(19,36) (14,41) (9,46) (4,51) (3,52) (1,54)
Notes
1. The first four columns report the model number (with reduction number), and
for that model: the number of unrestricted parameters &, the estimated equation
standard error 	 j, and the Schwarz criterion 7. The text of Appendix 2 defines
the models and reductions.
2. The three entries within a given block of numbers in the last six columns are:
the 8 statistic for testing the null hypothesis (indicated by the model number to
the left of the entry) against the maintained hypothesis (indicated by the model
number above the entry), the tail probability associated with that value of the
8 statistic (in square brackets), and the degrees of freedom for the 8 statistic (in
parentheses).55
Figure A1: Recursive estimates (—) of the coefficients on {Re|w and
+uhv
w4,w i t h	 2estimated standard errors ().



















and it is only barely so, and only when considered by itself and not in
conjunction with previous reductions. Appendix 3 develops an alternative
model that includes changes in the output gap. Other orderings of (i)–(vi)
generate somewhat different statistics, but those resulting statistics are un-
likely to be highly statistically significant because the reduction of (i)–(vi)
as a whole appears valid, with 8EbcS ' fSS and a R-value of 0.84.
Figures A1–A3 show the recursively estimated coefficients of the eco-
nomic variables in (17) and plus-or-minus twice their recursively estimated
standard errors, conventionally denoted 	 qw and 	 qw 	 2ereE	 qw respectively.
To provide more interpretable graphs, (17) has been parameterized as (21),
in which all coefficients are unrestricted. Coefficients vary only slightly
relative to their ex ante standard errors, and the two dominant feedback
terms are highly significant by 1986.56
Figure A2: Recursive estimates (—) of the coefficients on ER  ,Sw4
and ER  Rw4,w i t h	 2estimated standard errors ().















Figure A3: Recursive estimates (—) of the coefficients on ER  Re|w4
and the constant, with 	2 estimated standard errors ().


















APPENDIX 3: AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL OF THE CPI
This appendix discusses the measure of the output gap +uhv,a n dt h e n
develops an alternative model to (17) that captures dynamic effects of the
output gap on inflation.
In (17) and in (A1) below, the output gap is incorporated explicitly as
+uhv. The empirical results are little affected if + and a trend enter freely.
For instance, if (17) is estimated unrestrictedly, the coefficient on the
trend (ffffDD) is approximately equal to minus the coefficient on +w4
(ff.Sb) multiplied by the regression coefficient of + on a trend (e.g.,
fffSbe from equation (5)). The role of the unrestricted trend is solely
to detrend +w4, and the regression coefficient on +w4 is interpretable as
the effect on inflation of a deviation of +w4 from its trend. Also, while
potential output is estimated in (5) by a linear time trend, the results are
not sensitive to its specification as such or as (e.g.) the trend generated
by a Hodrick-Prescott filter of +.
Conceptually, +uhv is more a measure of a demand gap than of an output
gap because t is private final demand rather than (e.g.) GDP. Constructed
measures of a gap from the two variables are very similar, and the choice
of GDP rather than private final demand makes little difference to the
estimated equations. Because private final demand is commonly used in
Australia for assessing the state of the domestic business cycle, the former
was selected to calculate +uhv, rather than GDP. The phrase “output gap”
is then a convenient but slightly misleading label for +uhv.
In the ECM (17), the output gap +uhv is included to capture the effect on
inflation of deviations of output from potential. The effect of the business
cycle on inflation, however, may also depend upon how strong recent
growth in the economy has been. To illustrate, consider the two points `
and ~ in Figure A4, which plots quarterly inflation at annual rates and the
output gap +uhv. The values of actual + relative to trend are equal at `
and ~, even while the points ` and ~ are at different stages of the cycle.
At `, +uhv has come off its peak and is falling but inflationary pressures
may still remain. At ~, +uhv has recovered from its trough but inflationary
pressures may be slow to resurface. In short, inflationary pressures may
tend to lag the cycle, in which case the change in the output gap {+uhv as
well as its level +uhv may contain information about inflation.58
Figure A4: The output gap +uhv (—), and the underlying inflation














This additional effect of the cycle may be incorporated into the ECM (17)
by adding the growth rate of private final demand, noting that {+ and
{+uhv differ by only a constant. The results are presented below in (A1),
where the growth rate in private final demand is annual ({7+w). This vari-
able is statistically significant, with a negative coefficient as expected.
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The specification in (A1) explains the data somewhat better than the ECM
(17), but at the expense of slightly greater complexity.59
Some explanation is required to account for the performance of (17) in
spite of its omission of {7+w. Four quarterly growth rates comprise {7+w:
{+w, {+w4, {+w5,a n d{ + w  6 . Only one quarterly growth rate ({+w)
is statistically significant if added to (17), and jointly these growth rates
are statistically insignificant. However, the growth rates are statistically
significant when their coefficients are imposed to be equal. The sequential
reduction in Appendix 2 failed to detect the presence of {7+w because each
of the first three reductions dropped the longest lag on all variables, rather
than (e.g.) focusing on the lags of a given variable, one variable at a time.
Equally, {7+w could only marginally improve the fit of (17), given the ease
with which the sequential reduction in Appendix 2 excluded it.
The model in (17) is the focus of the paper because it is slightly more
parsimonious than (A1) and with little loss of fit. Both models have very
similar statistical properties and economic interpretations. While the point
estimates of the long-run elasticities from (A1) are different from those
obtained earlier, they are not statistically significantly so. For forecasting
in the contemporary economic environment, the effect of the higher import
price coefficient in (A1) would be offset by the lower inflationary pressure
associated with recovery (through the term {7+w).60
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